
exhibits that are sent should be UPLOADED at our web site – please do not attach files to your email. 
Responses should also contain the job number, applicant name and FCC ID of the device. If an acceptable
response is not received within 2 weeks the job will be closed & there will be additional charges to reopen.
 
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS.  Be sure to number or identify your answer with the corresponding
question.  If you are referring to another document, be sure to give the page number and paragraph reference
where your response can be found.
 
Based upon our review of this application we have the following questions:
 
1.     

LABEL LOCATION: Devices with non-routine label proposals - that is when placing a label inside the
battery compartment:
Applications for this type of label proposal must address the following
items and must be provided in a cover letter (exhibit "label Location"); <Steve – see comments below.

This explanation was accepted by the FCC and previous TCB, when submitting for the GPRS, BT and WiFi
cards>
 

a.               

Provide justification such as limited space (e.g. the available label area on the device is limited
because it is relatively small and has many contoured surfaces, keypads, LCD displays, charge
contacts and/or other connectors....).
<Steve – ‘The available label area on the device is limited because it is relatively small and has
many contoured surfaces, keypads, LCD displays, charge contacts, other connectors and removable
covers.’>

b.                How the FCC identifier or label will be readily viewable per FCC Rule
2.925 (d) (e.g. the batteries are designed for easy removal and the label
will be visible whenever the batteries are removed for charging or replacement.....). <Steve – ‘The

batteries are designed for easy removal and the label
will be visible whenever the batteries are removed or replaced’>

c.               

How the FCC identifier or label will be readily viewable at the time of the purchase to comply with
Part 2.925 (d) (e.g. the label will be readily visible at the time of purchase because the device will
be marketed without the battery installed). <Steve – ‘The label will be readily visible at the time of
purchase because the device will be marketed without the battery installed.’>

 
NOTE: Devices utilizing a conventional battery and battery compartment not
made for easy removal for charging or replacement may not have the label
placed under the battery, and inside the battery compartment because this
location is not visible from the outside of the equipment enclosure as
required by Part 2.925 (d). 

 
2.     

RFID test report – Frequency stability test:  Each application must be evaluated on its own merit.  The
FCC requires a complete filing per 2.1033(b) and does not allow referencing data found in another
filing.   Please upload the test report/or frequency stability test data for the original module <Steve –
What is the original module>.  Also, the FCCID GM3HFT2 listed in the test report appears to be in error. 
The FCC site does not have such FCCID. <Steve – ?><Olivier HEYER - It’a mistake. We’ve forgotten
A1 at the end (please reed GM3HFT2A1). We modify all concerned documents and upload as soon as
possible>

3.      Cover letter also refers to FCCID GM3HFT2.  Please revise per item 1. above. <Olivier HEYER – Idem




